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Session Objectives
• Why Collective Efficacy and Transparent Teacher Practice go 

hand in hand

• How Transparent Teacher Practices may have a substantial 

impact on educator effectiveness and student performance

• When and how to implement Transparent Teacher Practices

• How to foster a school culture of transparent, collaborative 

learning and growth



Collective Efficacy: 

Confidence in Working Together
“In the 1970s, Albert Bandura, a psychologist at Stanford University, 

uncovered an interesting pattern in working-group dynamics. He observed 

(1977) that a group's confidence in its abilities seemed to be associated with 

greater success. In other words, the assurance a person places in his or her 

team affects the team's overall performance. Researchers have since found 

this to be true across many domains. When a team of individuals share the 

belief that through their unified efforts they can overcome challenges and 

produce intended results, groups are more effective.” 
Donohoo, J., Hattie, J. & Eells, R. (2018). The power of collective efficacy. Educational Leadership, ASCD.

http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/mar18/vol75/num06/The-Power-of-Collective-Efficacy.aspx


Collective Efficacy: 

Teachers as Change Agents
“Research also showed higher levels of collective efficacy is schools where 

teachers were afforded decision-making influence on relevant issues. When 

teacher’s voices count in regard to designing curriculum, assessment, and 

professional learning, efficacy increases….The power to shift practice and 

improve student achievement lies in the hands of teachers who need to be 

entrusted with the responsibility of shaping and enacting change initiatives. 

Teachers as change agents have the potential to transform their classrooms, 

schools, and communities. Fostering teacher leadership is not only a viable 

strategy for school improvement, it is a necessity.”
Donohoo, J. (2016). Collective efficacy: Together we can make a difference. Corwin Connect.

http://corwin-connect.com/2016/04/collective-efficacy-together-we-can-make-a-difference/


Block Party

Step 1: Once you receive your quote, reflect individually about how much, 

and in what ways, it describes your work

Step 2: Find someone nearby with a different #; share your quotes and 

discuss how they apply to your respective work

Step 3: Find someone new with a different #; share your quotes and discuss 

your thoughts





Peak: How to Master Almost Anything
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How can the findings of 

Dr. Anders Ericsson inform us?

• Pitfall of “acceptable performance”
• Power of purposeful practice
• Benefits of learning from others’ mental 

representations
• Need for expert coaching



“Élite performers, researchers say, must engage in “deliberate practice”—

sustained, mindful efforts to develop the full range of abilities that success 

requires. You have to work at what you’re not good at. In theory, people 

can do this themselves. But most people do not know where to start or how 

to proceed. Expertise, as the formula goes, requires going from 

unconscious incompetence to conscious incompetence to conscious 

competence and finally to unconscious competence. The coach provides 

the outside eyes and ears, and makes you aware of where you’re falling 

short. This is tricky. Human beings resist exposure and critique; our brains are 

well defended. So coaches use a variety of approaches—showing what 

other, respected colleagues do, for instance, or reviewing videos of the 

subject’s performance.”
– Gwande, A. (2013). Personal best: Top athletes and singers have coaches.  Should you? The New Yorker

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/03/personal-best


Élite performers, researchers say, must 

engage in “deliberate practice”—

sustained, mindful efforts to develop the 

full range of abilities that success requires. 

You have to work at what you’re not good 

at



In theory, people can do this themselves. 

But most people do not know where to 

start or how to proceed. 



Expertise, as the formula goes, requires 

going from 

• unconscious incompetence to 

• conscious incompetence to 

• conscious competence and finally to

• unconscious competence



The coach (or colleague) provides the 

• outside eyes and ears, and 

• makes you aware of where you’re 

falling short



This is tricky. Human beings resist exposure and 

critique; our brains are well defended. So 

coaches use a variety of approaches—showing 

what other, respected colleagues do, for 

instance, or reviewing videos of the subject’s 

performance.
– Gwande, A. (2013). Personal best: Top athletes and singers have coaches.  
Should you? The New Yorker

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/03/personal-best


The Transparent Teacher (2013)

“When the nexus of growth becomes 

the teacher’s own inquiry, Kaufman and 

Grimm aren’t just suggesting that 

teachers take charge of a process, 

they’re offering a way to create a 

learner-centered culture through the 

practice of teacher-driven observation.” 

– Sarah Brown Wessling, 

2010 Teacher of the Year
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Transparent Teacher Practices address the knowing and doing gap; the focus is on 

structuring the work of educators to enable deep and durable implementation.

Fixsen, D., Naoom, S., Blasé, K., Friedman, R., Wallace, F. Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the Literature.  University of South Florida.

Joyce, B. & Showers, B. Student Achievement Through Staff Development.  ASCD.
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Transparent Teacher Practices

Transparent 

Teacher 

Practices

Transparent Teacher Practices are a 

systematic way for teachers to 

develop their instructional expertise by 

increasing the quality and quantity of 

feedback they give and receive.



Inviting feedback based upon clear expectations is the most 
efficient and effective way to maintain and improve the level of 
practice for any complex skill, including the development of 
instructional expertise.

To give and receive actionable feedback, our practice needs to be 
seen and heard by other professionals.

To fully engage in authentic growth opportunities, professionals 
need to own their own learning.

Transparent Teacher Practices
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Self-Assessment
In my school/network… Always Sometimes Rarely

Good instruction is viewed as a sophisticated endeavor that requires ongoing 

practice to maintain high levels of performance.

There is a shared belief among staff that school improvement is possible, and that 

instruction is a powerful tool in improvement efforts.

Instruction in every grade and content area is focused on proficiency or mastery 

of specific goals.

High standards of excellence are clearly communicated to all students and staff.

All staff engage in a growth-oriented culture of learning where expertise is valued 

over years of tenure.

All staff strive to implement evidence-based instructional practices with fidelity.

All staff strive to give and receive high-quality instructional feedback.



Transparent Teacher Practices

Collaborative 

Coaching

Learning 

Walkthroughs

Video 

Analysis

Collaborative 

Lesson Study

Peer 

Coaching

Transparent 

Teacher 

Practices

Prepare – prioritize, set goal, create plan

Impact – learn & do, measure, adapt

Grow – analyze & reflect
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Learning Walkthroughs

• Non-threatening way for educators to learn 

by observing each other’s classrooms and 

instruction

• Focused on improving one specific evidence-

based instructional strategy at a time

• Teachers utilize observation templates and 

peer observation norms

• When debriefing, teachers use a feedback 

protocol and determine next steps for 

improvement



Learning Walkthroughs

Example:  
(2018) Learning Walks: Structured Observation for Teachers

Brief visits to several classrooms give teachers a chance to 
reflect on a variety of practices.

Retrieved from Edutopia.org

https://www.edutopia.org/video/learning-walks-structured-observation-teachers


Learning Walkthroughs

• Have you had the opportunity to engage in 

Learning Walkthroughs and/or lead them?

• If so, what did you learn about yourself 

and your school?

• If not, how could Learning 

Walkthroughs help teachers own their 

professional growth?
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Case Study: Jefferson Jr. High School

Jefferson Jr. High serves approximately 700 students in Kearns, UT. As a school on the cusp of Title I status, funding can be limited. 

Jefferson has not kept pace with the latest research and innovations in education. Learning Walkthroughs were introduced in the 

Fall of 2016 as a way to begin a dialogue about good instruction among the staff.

PREPARE

The School Leadership Team chose Explicit Instruction as a focus for the year and 

prompted teachers to opt into groups based on which element of Explicit Instruction 

they wanted to improve on.

IMPACT

Learn & Do

Measure

Adapt

The whole staff engaged in regular professional learning on the elements of Explicit 

Instruction, leading them through a deliberate learning progression to full 

implementation.

Teachers were encouraged to practice new learning often, and given opportunities 

to share their successes and brainstorm ongoing challenges frequently. 

Teacher leaders observed each team and reviewed observation reflections to plan 

each cycle

GROW

Each debrief session began with an opportunity to share celebrations and ended with 

a chance to commit to action. The teacher leaders collected teachers’ commitments, 

and administrators followed up with them systematically.
At the beginning of the Learning Walkthroughs process, 

teachers were given an opportunity to select an element 

of Explicit Instruction to focus on; this information was 

used to form groups.Learn more! Contact Mavis Snelson at msnelson@eddirection.com
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Case Study: Jefferson Jr. High School

Barriers to Implementation

PREPARE

• Selecting priorities for observation

• Organizing groups

• Managing logistics

• Ensuring an open-to-learning approach

IMPACT

Learn & Do

Measure

Adapt

• Facilitating professional learning

• Deciding who will be observed

• Deciding how to measure

• Creating opportunities to adapt along the way

GROW

• Deciding a protocol for debriefing

• Modeling for teacher leaders so they could get on the same page

• Making the reflection authentic

• Keeping the learning ongoing

Learn more! Contact Mavis Snelson at msnelson@eddirection.com



Collaborative Coaching

• A coaching relationship in which both a coach and 

teacher(s) bring equally valuable knowledge and 

expertise to the table

• Focused on improving instruction

• Teacher(s) and coach utilize co-planning, co-

teaching, coach modeling, and observations

• When debriefing, teacher(s) and coach use a 

feedback protocol and determine next steps for 

improvement
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Case Study: Mana Academy

Mana Academy is a charter school located in an urban area. It serves approximately 450 students, 99% of whom identify as Pacific 

Islander and/or Hispanic, and was founded specifically to address the widening achievement gaps between these students and 

other subgroups. Throughout our partnership, Collaborative Coaching played a central role in helping teachers to systematically 

provide targeted, actionable feedback to students.

Learn more! Contact Laura Scarpulla at lscarpulla@eddirection.com

PREPARE

Because of the varied experience level of Mana’s instructional staff, each 

teacher worked closely with a coach to set a specific goal that was narrowly 

tailored to his or her needs. When possible, teachers created team goals.

IMPACT

Learn & Do

Measure

Adapt

A coach worked with each teacher to identify and study professional learning 

materials specific to his or her chosen strategy. Readings and videos focused first 

on theory and then on examples. Finally, the coach modeled a lesson while the 

teacher watched and took notes.

Each time teachers learned a new strategy, they were encouraged to practice 

it in their classroom frequently. Teachers were given opportunities to have 

scheduled observations and drop-ins, so that the coach could provide feedback.

GROW
After each observation, teachers worked with coaches to identify successes, 

areas for growth, and next steps.

One teacher selected targeted and actionable 

feedback as her focus strategy. She worked with 

her coach to create this grade-level learning chart, 

where student names were written next to learning 

to targets to indicate when they needed specific 

feedback about learning goals.
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Case Study: Mana Academy

Pineapple charts are a way for teachers to get the word out when they’d like to be observed, usually 

by posting it on a message board or calendar that the rest of the staff can see. Teachers who want 

to be observed might be trying something new, refining their instructional technique, or modeling a 

schoolwide focus strategy. Similarly, #observeme challenges teachers who want to be observed to 

post a note on their door with specific look-fors. Either of these ideas can also be adapted to google 

sheets or another a digital format. 

• How have you seen pineapple 

charts and/or #observeme 

implemented in schools?

• What recommendations to you 

have?



Case Study – Urban Charter School

Demographics
• 320 students
• 81% of students meet federal criteria for economically disadvantaged
• 97% identify as ethnic minorities (58% Pacific Islander, 34% Latinx)
• 16% English Learners status

Results
• ELA proficiency increased from 6% to 27%; Median Growth Percentile 72
• Math proficiency increased from 2% to 21%; 
• Science proficiency increased from 1% to 17% 
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Proficiency Rates

ELA Math Science
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*New Science standards
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Collaborative Lesson Study

• A systematic cycle of improvement in which a team of 

teachers examines their instructional practice in order 

to become more effective

• Focused on improving one specific evidence-based 

instructional strategy at a time

• Teachers collaboratively create lesson plans, then one 

or more teachers implement while the rest of the 

team observes

• When debriefing, teachers use a feedback protocol 

and determine next steps for improvement



Collaborative Lesson Study

• Are the teachers on your Leadership 

Team the lead learners in your school 

and most transparent?

• If so, what evidence do you have?

• If not, how can you build a culture 

where teacher leaders are the most 

transparent teachers in the school?
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Case Study: Lincoln Elementary

Lincoln Elementary serves over 500 students and is home to one of the largest groups of refugee students in the state. With a 

student body that speaks roughly 25 different languages and includes many students who have never attended school before, 

teachers knew they needed to work extra hard to ensure high-quality instruction for their students.

Learn more! Contact Magda Tsagaris at mtsagaris@eddirection.com

PREPARE

Members of the School Transformation Team volunteered to engage in Lesson 

Study before the rest of the staff.

Once the bugs were worked out, all teachers collaborated using the same 6-

week Instructional Cycle. Goals for student learning were focused on the 

priority standard for the current cycle and goals for adult learning focused on a 

specific instructional strategy.

IMPACT

Learn & Do

Measure

Adapt

Lesson study teams utilized curricular materials that included sample lesson plans. 

So teams started there and then engaged in facilitated planning time to 

customize the lesson for their students and align them with their identified priority 

standard. Observations occurred during pre-determined weeks and utilized a 

note-taking template that was specifically tailored to each teams’ goals.

GROW

Teacher leaders led a structured feedback session for each team to identify 

celebrations and opportunities for refinement, and to determine appropriate 

next steps to keep moving toward schoolwide goals.
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Case Study: Lincoln Elementary

Lesson Study

Learn more! Contact Magda Tsagaris at mtsagaris@eddirection.com

PREPARE

IMPACT

Learn & Do

Measure

Adapt

GROW



Case Study – Urban Title I Elementary 

Demographics
• 539 students
• 100% of students meet federal criteria for economically disadvantaged
• 60% identify as ethnic minorities (53% = Latinx)
• 19% mobility

Results
• Improvement in ELA scores from 12% proficiency to 43% proficiency: Median 

Growth Percentile of 60
• Math proficiency scores increased from 14% to 39%
• Science proficiency scores increased from 11% to 47%
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Video Analysis

• Way for teachers to carefully and precisely analyze 

performance and provide each other with 

objective feedback

• Focused on improving one specific evidence-based 

instructional strategy at a time

• Teachers record their own use of the target 

strategy, then review videos together

• When debriefing, teachers use a feedback 

protocol and determine next steps for 

improvement



Active Student Engagement

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Ed Direction/1. Current Projects/UT Charter Seminars/07. Seminar Content/EBIS Videos/Final Videos?preview=Charter+Seminar+-+ASR+-+2018-06-01.mp4
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Case Study: Whitehorse High School

Whitehorse High School is on the Navajo Nation. The school serves approximately 300 students, 99% of whom identify as Native. 

Nearly 100% of the students are qualified for free lunch. In the initial appraisal process, it was clear that students needed increased 

opportunities to engage in their learning through teacher modeling and guided practice.

Learn more! Contact Athena Nadeau at anadeau@eddirection.com

PREPARE

Whitehorse's School Transformation Team chose Explicit Instruction and 

deliberate planning as a focus for the year to increase their student 

engagement. The Instructional Coaching Team then determined a specific 

component of Explicit Instruction that each teacher would commit to filming in 

their classroom.

IMPACT

Learn & Do

Measure

Adapt

Faculty engaged in multiple professional learning sessions to understand each 

component of Explicit Instruction, what it looks like in the classroom, and fully 

implement the process in their own classroom. Teachers were encouraged to 

practice using the components of Explicit Instruction on a regular basis and 

given multiple opportunities to be observed via video and receive targeted 

feedback using a specified observation tool.

GROW

Teachers participated in a debrief session where they viewed the video with a 

coach or administrator, shared celebrations, and identified next steps. The 

Instructional Coaching Team collected teachers’ commitments, and followed up 

with them systematically.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ce7g968wqxkluig/00_EdDir_BrandFilm.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ivgl6by40hznc9z/EdDir_ImprovementCoach.mp4?dl=0


Case Study – Rural Title I High School

Demographics
• 270 students
• 100% of students meet federal criteria for economically disadvantaged
• 98% of students are members of the Navajo Nation

Results
• Math scores improved from 2% to 10% in three years
• Science scores improved from 6% to 18% in three years
• Average improvement across ELA, Math, and Science scores increased 10% in three years
• Fully installed processes and protocols to ensure communication and alignment
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Peer Coaching

• A partnership between two or more teachers 

in which they collaborate to improve their 

instructional expertise

• Focused on improving one specific evidence-

based instructional strategy at a time

• Teachers share ideas about instructional 

techniques, observe each other, and problem 

solve together

• When debriefing, teachers use a feedback 

protocol and determine next steps for 

improvement



Peer Coaching

• How would a set discussion structure, such 

as a protocol, assist in facilitating effective 

Peer Coaching? 

• What experiences have you had engaging 

in discussion protocols?



Bringing It All Together

Transparent 

Teacher 

Practices

Transparent Teacher Practices are a 

systematic way for teachers to own 

their learning and develop their 

instructional expertise by increasing the 

quality and quantity of feedback they 

give and receive.
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Schools that effectively transform into places where underperforming students can thrive and 

succeed have some common features:

• Good instruction is viewed as an extremely sophisticated endeavor that requires ongoing 

practice to maintain high levels of proficiency.

• There is a shared belief among staff that improvement is possible and that instruction is a 

powerful tool that teachers must leverage to impact student success.

• Instruction in every grade level and content area is focused on proficiency/mastery of goals, 

and high standards of excellence for all students and teachers are established and clearly 

communicated.

• All staff engage in a growth-oriented culture of group and individual learning where expertise is 

valued over years of tenure. Professionals engage in the work as essential members of a larger 

system, serving as critical supports for the learning of colleagues and themselves.

• All staff strive to implement prioritized Evidence-Based Instructional Strategies with fidelity while 

increasing the quantity and quality of feedback that they give and receive. 

Reflect & Commit to Action



Implementation: Bridging the Gap
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Teachers’ Satisfaction

District investments… 

Question: Overall, how would you rate your satisfaction with 
the PD offered to teachers in your school district/school?**

Question (for LEA professional development leaders): If it were 
totally up to you, do you believe your district should deliver 
more or less PD to teachers relative to the current amount?*
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*Net preferred change calculated by subtracting Less and Much less responses from More and Much more responses. 
**Net scores determined using 10-point scale ratings; calculated using Net Promoter Score methodology: Defined as “promoters” (the percentage of respondents rating
(Data from 2014 BCG/Gates Foundation Report and TechNavio Report)

https://s3.amazonaws.com/edtech-production/reports/Gates-PDMarketResearch-Dec5.pdf
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/tdnr8h/professional


So we created EdThrive software. A free tools to help educators. 
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Fixsen, D., Naoom, S., Blasé, K., Friedman, R., Wallace, F. (2005). Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the Literature.  University of South Florida.



“EdThrive for Teams” is a work-flow facilitator for teacher collaboration. Teachers use this tool to track their notes, their goals, and 
their progress. 
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Fixsen, D., Naoom, S., Blasé, K., Friedman, R., Wallace, F. (2005). Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the Literature.  University of South Florida.



“EdThrive for Coaches” helps coaches and teachers schedule, plan, and observe more 
effectively by using data dashboards and meeting organizers.
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Fixsen, D., Naoom, S., Blasé, K., Friedman, R., Wallace, F. (2005). Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the Literature.  University of South Florida.



Our team tool is available today online for free if you would like to try it. 
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Fixsen, D., Naoom, S., Blasé, K., Friedman, R., Wallace, F. (2005). Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the Literature.  University of South Florida.

Visit 

EdThrive.com 
for a free signup

Or email support@edthrive.com

mailto:support@edthrive.com


Q&A



Thank You!


